With Kumon, children master the basics of math and reading the same way they learn a musical instrument or athletic skill...through daily practice.

If you enjoy working in an enriching and challenging environment and can accommodate children as young as 4 years of age, then Kumon may be just the part-time opportunity you’ve been looking for. Hourly pay starts at $8-10 and would be commensurate with experience.

Typical work hours would be twice weekly (Mon. and Thur. from 2-7pm) with an opportunity for more hours...ideally suited for responsible teenagers or adults with flexible schedules.

HELP WANTED!
Must enjoy working with children.

GOOD AT MATH? ENJOY READING?

With Kumon, children master the basics of math and reading the same way they learn a musical instrument or athletic skill...through daily practice.

If you enjoy working in an enriching and challenging environment and can accommodate children as young as 4 years of age, then Kumon may be just the part-time opportunity you’ve been looking for. Hourly pay starts at $8-10 and would be commensurate with experience.

Typical work hours would be twice weekly (Mon. and Thur. from 2-7pm) with an opportunity for more hours...ideally suited for responsible teenagers or adults with flexible schedules.

Kumon of Satellite Beach
1024 Hwy A1A, Suite 150
Satellite Bch, FL 32937

Ask for Joanne Fischer...
321.777.3704
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